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ABSTRACT 

An analysis has been conducted to develop a method to estimate critical loading density conditions 
that, after the deflagration ignition of the munitions in a magazine, will lead to transition to 
detonation of these munitions.  The method assumes that transition takes place due to the 
increased rate of deflagration burning as a result of increasing internal magazine Quasi Static 
Pressure (QSP).  This method uses an estimated explosive equivalency, energetics mass and 
magazine volume in order to calculate the resulting magazine quasi-state pressure (QSP).  The 
burn rate behavior of the energetics contained in the magazine is then used as an indicator of 
whether a deflagration to detonation (DDT) would occur at the calculated QSP.  A test case is 
presented using high performance anti-armor missiles.  The results indicate that modern anti-armor 
missiles that pass the fast cook-off (FCO) test are unlikely to DDT, as extremely high loading 
densities that are not practically achievable would be required to cause DDT.  The results also 
show that IM packaging venting is vital for reducing munitions IM response violence.  These are 
conservative estimates, as they assume all of the energetic material is burnt to calculate QSP and 
they do not account for magazine venting, which would greatly reduce the achieved internal 
magazine pressures.  This analysis is not applicable to munitions that have Type I or Type II 
responses from fast cook-off testing that will undoubtedly DDT in a magazine fire event. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are an increasing number of munitions the meet the Insensitive Munitions (IM) fast 
cook-off (FCO) and slow cook-off (SCO) requirements.  Left under ambient unconfined 
conditions, it is doubtful that any of these munitions will undergo a deflagration to detonation 
transition.  However, if confined and ignited, it is well known and documented that most 
explosives and many propellants can transition from a deflagration to a detonation (DDT) [1].  
In a magazine storage configuration, the potential source for munitions confinement pressure 
is the induced magazine internal pressure.  This magazine internal pressure comes from the 
reaction of munitions within the magazine.  The pressurization within the magazine is 
associated with four phenomena: initial shock waves, quasi-static pressure (QSP), 
afterburning, and venting [2].  The initial shock wave phenomena is at least 2 orders of 
magnitude faster (10’s of microseconds) than the QSP phenomena associated with burning 
munitions (milliseconds or slower).  Afterburning of under-oxidized reaction products with 
available air can further increase the QSP.  Any magazine venting will reduce the internal 
magazine pressure.  For this reason, the highest applicable internal magazine pressure 
would be associated with QSP, including any afterburning without magazine venting.  It may 
then be possible to use this calculated pressure as an extremely conservative estimate of the 
pressure that a munition may see during a burning event in order to estimate whether an 
item could potentially undergo a DDT.  Burn rates of propellants and explosives normally 
increase with increasing pressure.  Some explosives become mechanically damaged 
(deconsolidate) while burning at high pressure and demonstrate erratic burn rates.  Such 
erratic burning is likely to lead to a DDT. 
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1 MAGAZINE INTERNAL PRESSURE 

1.1 AFTERBURNING 

In a closed system in which the volume is greater than the initial volume of the 
energetic materials, the free volume must be taken into account. The oxygen in the 
free volume of air can react with excess carbon monoxide, free carbon or other 
unreacted energetic material fuel (typically aluminum particles) from underoxidized 
explosives or propellants.  If sufficiently large, the free volume of air can result in the 

oxidation reaction of the energetic material to go to completion (afterburning).  Using the 
volume of the vessel, the mass and chemical properties of reactant, one can 
calculate the resulting temperature of the products and the QSP in the vessel at 
adiabatic conditions. Figure 1 [3]  presents a comparison experimental data and 
calculated internal pressures versus TNT loading densities.  Filler’s calculation 
method [4] is displayed with and without afterburning.  Weibull’s method [5] 
transitions from afterburning to no afterburning as the loading density increases. 

  
Figure 1. Calculated versus experimental internal pressures versus loading density for 

TNT.  
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1.2 QSP CALCULATIONS FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS 

The dependency of QSP on loading density and explosive type is a well-known phenomenon 
with empirical formulas available in AASTP-4 [6].  Figure 2 presents calculations of QSP 
versus loading density for four different energetic materials with widely different oxygen 
balances [2].  Further experimental data is available in a recent overview of available gas 
pressure test data which included 18 test series and over 130 tests for a broad range of 
loading densities, and venting configurations [7]. 

 

Figure 2. QSP as function of loading density versus loading density for various 
explosives. 
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2 EXPLOSIVES BURNING 

2.1 EXPLOSIVE BURN RATES 

Most rocket motors are designed to burn propellants at pressures between 6,000 and 
12,000 kPa.  Most gun systems are designed to burn propellants between 70,000 and 
700,000 kPa.  Explosives typically have higher burning rates than propellants, with burn 
pressure exponents between 0.9 and 2.0 versus less than one for propellants [8], [9], [10].  
Comp B has been demonstrated to have very erratic burn behavior, as seen in Figure 3 [11].  
It is also known to respond violently in fire events, often with a DDT.  On the other hand, it 
has been demonstrated that some plastic explosives can burn without transitioning to 
detonation up to pressures of 600,000 kPa as seen in Figure 4 [12]. 

 

Figure 3.  Deflagration rate data for Comp B. 
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Figure 4. Deflagration rate data for LX-04, LX-11, and RX-04-AN. 

2.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE ERRACTIC BURNING 

It is well known that at high temperatures, explosives can become mechanically degraded 
(deconsolidate) and typically have much higher burn rates than pristine explosives burning 
near room temperature.  If this happens, a DDT would be likely.  Figure 5 presents burn rate 
versus pressure for PBXN-9 at room temperature, 150⁰C and 184⁰C [9].  However, most 
explosives and propellants have very low thermal conductivity, so that the bulk of a 
munition’s energetic mass will normally not reach such high temperatures during a fire event. 

 

Figure 5.  Deflagration rate data for PBXN-9. 
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2.3 HIGH PRESSURE ERRATIC BURNING 

Some explosives have been observed to burn erratically at higher pressures.  It is believed 
that these explosives to become mechanically degraded (deconsolidate) at higher pressures.  
If this happens, a DDT would be likely.  Figures 6, 7 and 8 present burn rate data for 
PBX9501, LX-07 and LX-10 respectively at ambient pressure [12].  The LX-04 burn rate fit 
was added for comparison, as it burns uniformly over the entire pressure range.  It appears 
that plastic explosive formulations with less binder by weight can exhibit deconsolidative 
deflagration with increasing burn pressures.  Some deconsolidation is observed between 40 
to 80 MPa, with very rapid deconsolidation observed at pressures above 100-150 MPa for 
explosives with about 10% or less by weight binder content (high nitramine content 
explosives) [12].  A conservative estimate is that a DDT is likely to occur above 40 MPa for 
these explosives.  A less conservative estimate is that a DDT is likely to occur above 100 
MPa for these explosives.  
  

 

Figure 6.  PBX9501 burn rate data at room temperature. 
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Figure 7.  LX-07 burn rate data at room temperature. 

 

Figure 8.  LX-10 burn rate data at room temperature. 
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3 MUNITIONS RESPONSE IN A MAGAZINE 

3.1 POTENTIAL FOR MUNITION DDT IN A MAGAZINE 

For munitions that contain high nitramine content explosives (10% or less binder), there is a 
risk of significantly increased deflagration induced violence and the potential to DDT at high 
pressures.  Based on the available burn rate information for high nitramine content 
explosives, a conservative assumption would be that pressures below 40 MPa have little 
effect on the deflagration and response violence of munitions that have passed FCO testing.  
Additionally, based on the available burn behavior data of high nitramine content explosives, 
it is quite likely that the munitions responses would be a DDT for pressures above 100 MPa.  
Anti-armor warheads in missiles commonly use high HMX based pressed polymer bonded 
explosives, such as LX-14 (95% HMX) or PBXN-9 (92% HMX).  Based on the available burn 
rate data, it is anticipated that LX-14 would have a risk of DDT. 

3.2 MAGAZINE LOADING DENSITY ANTI-ARMOR MISSILE TEST CASE 

As anti-armor warheads in missiles commonly use high HMX based pressed polymer bonded 
explosives, they may pose a risk of DDT for high loading densities in magazines.  The 
Javelin missile is used as an example to assess the likelihood of anti-armor missile 
transitioning to a detonation in a magazine due to internal pressurization as a result of a fire 
event.  The Javelin missile has been reported to pass the FCO test [13]. 
 
Based on the information on QSP as a function of loading density within Figure 2, a 
conservative assumption for a QSP of 40MPa would be a magazine loading density below 40 
kg/m3 of TNT.  At this density, and in conjunction with the burning rate data above, the 
resulting pressures should have little effect on the deflagration and IM violence response for 
these munitions.  For example, an approximate calculation for the Javelin would be an 
estimated rocket motor propellant weight of 1.1 kg [14] and an estimated total explosive 
warhead weight of 3.6 kg.  Using a conservative TNT equivalence factor of 1.4 results in a 
total TNT equivalence weight of 6.6 kg.  This equivalency factor is introduced, as at high 
loading densities, little afterburning occurs. Dividing 6.6 kg by 40 kg/m3 results in a volume of 
0.17 m3.  This means that one missile would require approximately 0.17 m3 of magazine 
volume to be assured that a DDT will not occur. 
 
A less conservative estimate is that it is quite unlikely that the munition will DDT at magazine 
loading densities below 80 kg/m3 (~100 MPa QSP).  Using the methodology as above, one 
Javelin missile would require at least 0.08 m3 of magazine volume to prevent a DDT.  
 
The Javelin missile is reported to be 1.1 m in length and 127 mm in diameter [14].  The 
minimum hexagonal space around the missile has a volume of 0.15 m3.  So the missiles 
would need to be packed into the magazine nearly touching each other to exceed the very 
conservative estimate for magazine loading density below which a DDT will not occur.  One 
can view this as IM packaging is critically important.  Containers must be able to vent in order 
to prevent violent responses.  Finally, it has been recently reported that the Javelin missile is 
incorporating PBXN-9 high explosive [15], which has uniform burning properties at high 
pressures. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
An analysis has been conducted to develop a method to estimate critical loading density 
conditions that, after the deflagration ignition of the munitions in a magazine, will lead to 
transition to detonation of these munitions.  The method assumes that transition takes place 
due to the increased rate of burning as a result of increasing internal magazine pressure.   
This method uses an estimated explosive equivalency, energetics mass and magazine 
volume in order to calculate the resulting magazine quasi-state pressure (QSP).  The burn 
rate behavior of the energetics contained in the magazine is then used as an indicator of 
whether a deflagration to detonation (DDT) would occur at the calculated QSP.  In this way, 
the loading density that would cause munitions detonation is estimated.  
 
A test case was conducted using high performance anti-armor missiles.  For this test case 
that includes high performance high nitramine content metal pushing explosives, the 
information on QSP as a function of loading density and available burn rate data results in a 
conservative assumption that a DDT will not occur at magazine loading densities below 40 
kg/m3 of TNT equivalence.  Additionally it is estimated that a DDT will likely occur at 
magazine loading densities above 80 kg/m3.  For the test case examined, using a modern 
plastic bonded explosive for an anti-armor missile that passes the FCO test, these magazine 
loading densities are very unlikely.  However, it also shows that IM packaging venting is a 
vital in reducing response violence. 
 
These are conservative estimates, as they assume all of the energetic material is burnt to 
calculate QSP and they do not account for magazine venting, which would greatly reduce the 
achieved internal magazine pressures.  This analysis is not applicable to munitions that have 
Type I or Type II responses from fast cook-off testing and is intended for munitions that have 
Type IV or Type V responses from fast cook-off. 
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